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the next american gay
13 30 HD 2013
A reality competition show where "Next Top
Model" meets "Apprentice"- 12 gay men move into
a hotel in NYC to participate in challenges in
Hottness, Strength, knowledge, leadership and
much more- all to win the title of The NEXT
American Gay!

KM

Mount Kailash

travelling around - on the road

7 30 HD 2012

90 26 HD 2010 - 2012

Mount Kailash is a striking peak in the Himalayan
mountains of western Tibet. This series bring
insurmountable roads testing both the mind and
body up one of Tibet's natural jewels.

Web series, author, chef and culinary historian
Linda Gassenheimer ventures down the Florida
Keys Overseas Highway to delve into a new facet
of this dynamic cuisine. On her culinary trek, she
lets local residents and restaurateurs guide her, to
discover the abundant fresh ﬁsh and shellﬁsh,
tropical fruits and vegetables of the Keys.

money matters

Madagascar, the last Gondwana

From international money markets to interest rates
‘Money Matters’ looks at everything from new
investment trends to stocks and bonds! Helping
your audience keep pace of the fast moving world
of international ﬁnance we even provide tips on
ways to make your money stretch further. ‘Money
Matters’ proﬁles up & coming businesses and keep
tabs on the big players! Find out who is making
money and how on ‘Money Matters’!

2 26 + 1 10 SD 2010
Everyday, the strangest phenomena occur around
the world, turning conventional science on its
head. This series explores the bizarre science
behind unusual but routine occurrences, through
a series of very interesting experiments.

3 30 HD 2012

A travelogue series showcasing the most beautiful
and interesting destinations on our planet... and
the people who live there! We take to the open
road to explore the world through the eyes of the
people who live in it. We visit the known and the
less well-known as we gain a unique insight into
their lifestyles and traditions.

13 30 SD 2011

bizarre science

ﬂavours of the ﬂorida keys

cocktails
2 26 + 1 17 SD 2010
Stylish, witty and entertaining, Cocktails is a
series that weaves history and anecdotes together
to regale you with the tales of a few of the world?s
most celebrated drinks. Each cocktail has an
enthralling story behind it, from James Bond's legendary Vesper Martini (shaken, not stirred) to
Hemingway enjoying a daiquiri in Cuba.

KM

1 58 HD 2011
The explorer, Ecologist, Filmaker, Scientist,
Massimo Simion, travels to Madagascar to show
us the true wonders of this uncontaminated
natural paradise. His goal is to take us through
what the ecologist around the world deﬁne the
Madagascar as the “Eighth Continent”.

global warning
3 26 SD 2009
This is a topical series which takes a peek into
some of the ecological and environmental
problems that are knocking on our planet’s door.
Man’s handling of the environment has raised
issues like pollution, rainforest devastation,deser
species. Global Warning attempts to uncover
these issues, and shows how humans are time and
again outfoxed by nature in his endeavours to
solve them.

the story of ﬂorida‘s state parks
3 30 HD 2009
Series that chronicles the dramatic times and
remarkable characters behind the creation of
Florida’s award winning state park system. The
compelling narrative is enhanced by the untold
stories of historians and old-timers, oral history
recordings, archival ﬁlms and photographs, and
original high deﬁnition images of the wonders of
the state parks.

50 20 SD 2009
Where do you travel to see the best thing that our
planet has in store for you? Where do you get the most
awesome collection of wildlife, its most supreme
civilisations and cultures? Whether you prefer to get the
thrill of it from the comfortable conﬁ nes of your home,
or take a journey to savour it yourself, Wonderful World
will let you know everything about the most and best
qualities of the Earth and where and how to ﬁ nd them?
Wonderful World is a perfect for today’s environment
conscious audience too seek thrill.

the untouched planet

bravo chef

4 25 SD 2009

7 60 SD 2008

Places on this planet uncorrupted by man have

Top chefs share their cooking secrets and reveal
their precious techniques. This direct and active
approach will ensure you‘ll soon be producting
culinary gems: Bravo Chef!

Untouched Planet revels in the pure splendour and
raw nature of the few wild places that are still left
intact in today’s world. This series travels through
the earth and explores the spectacular magniﬁ
cence and untouched beauty of the plants and
animals that serve as the ﬁnal frontiers of the
natural world.

gourmet trip

manhattan

4 35 SD 2008

1 52 HD 2008

Join us as we head to explore the tastes, traditions
and practice of world cuisine.

wonderful world

Film about pre-history of New York, showing how
the original 30 families from the North of France,
the South of Belgium and governor Peter Minuit
were the real founders of what became the state
and the city of New York.
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ﬂorida road trip
10 30 SD 2006
Florida has beckoned tourists from around the
world for decades and for good reason! From the
sand and sun of its famous beaches, to historic
inns, to ecological gems, the state is rich in
adventure, culture, and romance. World-travelers
and former winners of The Amazing Race,
husband and wife team Fred and Kendra Holliday,
explore the Sunshine State, where they discover
both its celebrated hot-spots and its hidden-away
charms.

NEW

lady of the glades
1 30 SD 1996
Intimate biography of Marjory Stoneman Douglas,
an inﬂuential and controversial woman who spoke
passionately about preservation and restoration of
the Florida Everglades.

paranormal encounters
13 30 HD 2016
Paranormal investigator Connor Taylor and
co-investigator sensitive Julie Krystina travel to
alleged paranormal locations in America,
interviewing people with their own encounters.
Each half-hour long episode follows the two as
they uncover the paranormal that lurk around
evidence and discover the truth behind people’s
Paranormal Encounters.

KM

food and natural world

how did they make that

journeys (broadcast package)

2 26 + 1 10 SD 2010

2 26 + 1 10 SD 2010

27 26 2009 - 2010

Our lives are surrounded by a number of objects,
but have you ever wondered how they were all
made? How Did They Make That takes you on a
guided tour inside the walls of industry, crafts and
technology to uncover the truths behind the
things that we see everyday. The series has an
interesting combination of images, music, and
narration certain to evoke 'wows' from everyone
in the audience.

Around the world in 18 hours! We visit the favourites,
the exotic, the extraordinary and the unknown.
Great travel content for the armchair traveler,
and for those planning that trip of a lifetime.

planet culture (broadcast package)

the origin of style

the world of ﬂowers

31 26 SD 2009 - 2010

2 26 + 1 10 SD 2010

2 26 + 1 10 SD 2010

There is no story on earth more amazing than the
story of mankind. Where did civilization begin?
How did we humans build the seven wonders? How
do we make the things we use every day? How did
Gods and Kings come into our lives? Who
witnessed the events that shaped our destiny?
A great collection from our catalogue themed
around the story of mankind and culture.

A series that is guaranteed to up your style
quotient! Contemporary clothing and body
embellishments are connected to our past, either
culturally or spiritually. Ruling today's fashion
scene like never before are tattoos, body art,
garments, and piercing. The Origin Of Style
unearths the roots of global style and fashion with
superb material taken from the BBC?s extensive
archives.

perhaps, boost your chances of conceiving? Is there a
tangible relation between long life and food? What about the
culture you live in, can that help you live longer? Eating is
necessary for survival but there is so much more to food
we eat. Entire cultures and societies can be shaped by food.
Food and the Natural World aims to entertain while
educating you about the science and psychology behind

The world of ﬂowers is the most stunning and
impressive of all! A series of short ﬁlms which explores
and showcases the remarkable kingdom of ﬂowers.
the range of colours, cultural associations, the lethal,
the seductive, and the spectacular!A mesmerising
coalescence of beautifully shot sequences, the most
splendid and vibrant archive from the BBC?s Natural
History Unit, and matching music that sets the tone.

Easter Islands

our world - was it always like this?

1 52 HD 2010

2 26 + 1 10 SD 2010

2 25 SD 2009

Here are postcards from all over the world!
Destinations is a ﬁrst-class ticket for you to an
awesome set of travel shorts which have some of
the globe’s most gorgeous places. Cities and
towns, island heavens, trendy resorts, abode of peace and calm. Vacationing for the astute and
frugal, for the prosaic and those looking forward
to relax totally. Every ﬁ ve-minute “postcard” has
amazing recording for presenting an all-round
picture of every destination.

Here are postcards from all over the world!
Destinations is a ﬁrst-class ticket for you to an
awesome set of travel shorts which have some of
the globe’s most gorgeous places. Cities and
towns, island heavens, trendy resorts, abode of
peace and calm. Vacationing for the astute and
frugal, for the prosaic and those looking forward
to relax totally. Every ﬁ ve-minute “postcard” has
amazing recording for presenting an all-round
picture of every destination.

Fascinating by its stone statues of cyclopean dimensions
Easter Island is presented today as the archetype of an
ecological disaster of great magnitude. For the past 10 years
a multidisciplinary scientiﬁc team has been studying and
excavating the island, dating samples and re-examining
historical documents to better understand its past. Not such
investigation had ever been conducted before. The history of
Easter Island would not be that of a collapse but rather an
adaptation of this population facing a climate crisis and its
gradual shift towards a new social and religious order where
the ancestors were replaced by the gods.
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around the world

